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Good morning. 
My name is Stanislav Jurcisin and I work for your company at the moment as a waiter at Stier alm cottage. I write this 
mail in English as my written german is not so good and topic of email is a little complicated a lets say important. 
Hope it is not a problem for you at all, if you have some problems you can even translate in through internet. 
The reason that I write this email is that I am starting to be upset about few things and as a result of such a situation 
starting to put my nervosity in the team. This email should be a way how to stop it, should be the way how to prevent 
bad things that can happen, should be my protection from the things that I will write later about and in case of need 
should be used for the project mention later as well. 
In my private life I do many other things like this job, I studied economics, wrote already some books about capitalistic 
system from many views, created and explained new system, which ist today the only such project with a high quality 
of explanation at all(my last book should definitely confirm that in the world). The big capitalistic problem(lets say 
problem of your west world that you brought to my country as well and we have to move for the job to you) is that 
good workers, many times honest people, finish under the bridge. It is because of bad leading, people not ready for 
leading the others that create their “reality” for holding the power. I see this thing from a big view and in my book I am 
writing how I showed or still showing such thing in many other fields(construction, theoretical economics, sport(stil in 
progress)). I just want to write you that this email is not about my recent feeling, it is based on many years of 
experience and seeing such problems, showing them practicaly always. My web site should confirm that my words 
are based on truth. www.kooperativizmus.sk 
  
At the work as a waiter I have problems as well. I means that my personality is not very comfortable for you world 
based on accepting just slaves that do not say they opinion. I say it always, which is the way to have such results as I 
am writing about. You just do not like the people as I am, push them away from society, but the reality is, that my 
results in job are mostly fantastic. Want to add that this job I have been doing for many years, have experience from 
bar, commis and zahl kelner as well.(12-13 years) 
During christmas party in our house one guy said me, that the people in the company talk, that I am not able to do 
anything. I smiled into his face and asked, what are the things(asked him to say at least one) that I am not able to do. 
He was very upset, did not answer, I went away. This guy one hour later started fighting that you know about. Words 
behind the back of the people are nice thing, but there need to be arguments for them, otherwise it can be just lying 
about the people for the power and job reasons. 
Next day I came to my boss at Stier alm(Stefan), explained him what happed, asked him what is the problem as I see 
the things from absolutely other view(I just thing that in you team I am one of the best if not best). He had no answer, 
said some strange problems about my job. I taped him, because about creating of reality in your capitalistic world I 
already know something and I just do not trust your sweet words that very often finish with knife in the back. 
As I am already experienced in this job I can tell you, that as everybody else I have good days in the job and worse 
days. I do my job always without problems, but if I have good days I am like from other world and do it really good. It 
depends on my private life. Silvester was my good day. In the afternoon was my boss(Stefan) always behind my 
back. I had station outside and just add that from 12:30 untill 2:30 I made about 2000 Euro. Everything was going 
perfect, I was flying that day, until two people made absolutely clear provocation and came to make problem. This 
can be explained by my colleagues(the reasons why they refused eating and drinking). When something like this 
happen during such busy period, it stop you and then you have problem for few minutes. During that few minutes 
Stefan cashed few of my tables without my awareness. At the end of the day I had a feeling that my money is 
missing, I had no chance to  check it. At the camera you can see that two people that made this problem are friends 
from Stefan. After that afternoon came Stefan to me and claimed, that I was just too slow and things were not going 
very good. You can look at results and time(something above 2 hour and 2000 euro) and compare it with other 
stations and days, just for understanding what kind of job I made that day. I had a good day, flying in my station and it 
can be seen in statistics. Problem was made out of nothing, absolutely clear provocation from the friends of my boss. 
All can be seen in PC or camera. 
From that day I stopped to talk with my boss about the job organization, but I want to write you what happened. It was 
or creating your reality for your reasons or he is absolutely not able to make decisions. The second option is very 
possible when you look at experience of my boss. Based on such story you can come to the fighting during Christmas 
party and realise, who is responsible for such things. Creating reality based on lies is not a nice thing and making 
problems everywhere. 
To that things I add, that as a person based on things I made in my private life I will have political ambitious in the 
future. Problem is, that I made them after I gave up catholic religion and refused that world. For that I have many 
problems in my home based on this way of living and your village is also very religious. Capitalistic-catolic world is 
spreading lies into the world, I write about it my books without any problems, this world is killing millions of children 
until today and pretend to be the only right world. Between religious people such thing are moving and spreading very 
quickly, people try to make something bad for the threat of their “truth” and many people in your village are motivated 
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to create your reality for pushing me out of society. I want to add this view for understanding the wide and serious 
topic I am writing about. Truth created in capitalistic world is one thing, statistics and other evidence can show 
absolutely something else. This way I showed lies in other jobs and fields already, with such a story I can easily show 
you how you create your reality, what causes such creating of reality and what is the real reality shown in statistics. 
I have nothing against Stefan, I respect him and like him, I understand that he is one of your friends. I consider him to 
be a nice guy, but even nice guys with the power reasons changes sometimes. His behavior was absolutely not 
professional, seeing his experience and you have to understand that it can cause problems to me and I have to 
protect myself. Before he make so kind of decision be sure, that it is connected with reality, give chance to other side. 
Many years I am writing about people not ready for the power, people without experience, that at the end throw good 
workers or people out of society. It is a big problem of capitalistic world which I see for many years and that is the 
reason that I can write you after short time such things. 
This email is for your management and Boris. I do not want to bring problems into the team, but starting to be angry 
and it is not good for that job. Maybe I am not right, but this things are showing, that something can happen and it can 
be based on typical capitalistic lies. Hope you understand I have no other chance. 
Last thing is your system that I mentioned to Boris. Your software allows to make such a problem that happened. 
Someone behind my back cashing during big job my tables and I cannot check it. It means that if the team do not like 
someone, others can easily steal money from colleagues. I do not want to tell that something like that happened, 
maybe I made a mistake, maybe Stefan made a mistake, but I want to tell, that this is possible in your system. It is 
easily repairable. System, where everybody has its password, nobody else can go into my own tables, is safe and 
there will not be such questions anymore. One waiter could be also able to order from table of his colleague in case 
of need from his own computer. This is also an easy things that can be made in software. But you logically cannot 
cash tables from the colleague. Today I have to load on my colleague system if I want to help him in case of need, 
logically I can without his awareness cash tables and it can cause such problems. Your software as a huge 
organisation mistake, but I told it to Boris already and he knows about it. I just want to mention this huge organization 
problem that will always bring strange questions and in the future can be easily repaired. 
  
Hope that after reading my email is understandable that I have no other option and do not want that worse things 
happen. I have many years experience your behavior to the worker in capitalistic system and it causes huge 
problems all over the world, killing people, killing families and I am fighting against such thing for all my life. I will not 
stop doing it in Nauders as well. 
  
Last thing I want to mention is, that I understand that you want to be things based on trust of one of each other and I 
was told it by Boris. But until now I sw something else all over the world and I have no reason to trust you, espesially 
when such things happed. That is the reason, that profesionality needs also safe system. I just do not trust people 
after few days and hopefully after reading this email you understand why. I add also the receipt from two strangers 
that created their problem that day. For team is better not to show this email to the others, but in case of need check 
the truth or created reality. 
  
MFG 
  
Stanislav 

 

 

3.2.2020 

 

Ciao Boris, 
Dieses email schreibe ich nur dich, hoffe es ist ok und fair. Naechste aber wird gehen nach Gemeinde  ueber 
uebernaechste nach ministery in Wien, bis ich become alle info ich brauche. Hoffe dieses Weg ist fair und correct, in 
email ist alles erklaert. 
Ich habe gewartet auf Party und moechtete nicht dich stoeren. Auf Stier alm laetzte Monat passierten schlechte 
Sachen. Zwei Worte “organisierte Mobbing” sind beste fuer was passiert ist. Viele Sachen kann man zeigen durch 
Cameras und Statistiken, so bitte laetzte 2-3 Wochen nicht weg geben ich kann das brauchen. Stefan und Sabine 
sind ganz klar dabei. Ich wuerde schlimmere Worte schreiben, aber laetzte Tage sind wir persoenlich ok und ich 
glaube die verstehen nicht ganz genau was die machen. Ich habe mit beide persoenlich geredet, sie wissen alles. 
Aber es sieht so aus, dass es ist viel Drueck von Dorf oder grossere umgebung oder von irgendwo anders, also ich 
lasse es jetzt. 



Ich sehe das hier ist etwas organisiert(ich habe etwas persoenlich gehoert also ich schon sicher bin) und diese Story 
brauche ich fuer mein Projekt wann etwas passiert. Durch mein Projekt moechte ich zeigen dass in capitalistische 
Welt(diese situation caiptalistisch-catolisch) haben ehrliche und gute arbeiter ueberhaubt keine Chance zu 
ueberleben. Ich hoffe dass du siehst auch die qualitet von Kelner hier und dass ich werde das zeigen warum so 
etwas passiert. Mit Geselschaft Loege und schlechte Sache von catolische Volk habe ich viele erfarungen von zu 
Hause und spaeter moechte oder kann das vergleichen. 
Als etwas ganz klar passiret und Drueck kommt auch von Dorf, ich brauche von dir ein bestatetigung ueber 
moeglichkeit arbeiten auch naechste winter als Zahl Kelner genau auf Stier alm. Stier alm ist mein Spielplatz und 
auch wann die Leute meachen schlechte Sachen zu mir in mein privat Leben, ich bin immer beste hier. Alles kan 
man zeigen, aber must man gleich anfangen. Ich brauche dass du sprichst mit Stefan und Sabine und ich become 
schriftliche bestaetigung in eine Woche. Fuer manager ist nach halbe Season kein problem so etwas sehen und 
wann die sehen es nicht, ich kann immer die Augen aufmachen. Mit cameras, statistiken und alle Sachen die 
passieren danach und auch in Privat Leben. 
Capitalistich-catiolisch geselschaft ist schlimste was gibts in dieses Welt und wegen Sachen die passieren in dieses 
Welt sterben milionen Leute und Kinder von hunger auch heute also ich hoffe dass du verstehst dass ich werde nicht 
frennen. Hoffe dass du genug intelligent bist zu verstehen ueber was schreibe ich. Bitte bis dein bestaetigung keine 
video von cameras weg geben, Statistiken auch. Ich werde brauchen ganze Story und es wird sehr interessant. Es ist 
sehr gefahrlich dass hier etwas passiert, aber das ist kein privat firma(diese Sachen passieren in ganze capitalistiche 
welt, fuer euch ist es manchmal normal, aber diesmal augen werden sicher geofnet). Ich mache alles moeglich alle 
info zu bekommen. 
Wir reden Persoenlich auf Stier alm, kannst du mich fragen was versteht man nicht, hoffe so ist das ok auch fuer 
dich. Das bleibt zwischen uns, hast du meine garantie. Du kannst sprechen mit Stefan und Sabine und ich brauche 
bestaetigung fuer naechste Winter(von dir ist das sicher), so bin ich sicher, dass nichts schlechtes passiert und die 
aufhoeren gleich. Oder machen Ordnung, nicht Konflikten. Dieses email aber ich brauche als bestaetigung spaeter, 
also du verstehst dass anders gehts einfach nicht. 
Wir sehen uns oben. Das ist kein Erpressung, dass ist mehr mein persoenliches und wahrheit protection. Hat mir 
Probleme gemacht diese Spiele die passierte und ich bei diese Sachen habe ich keine Grenzen. 
  
Stano 
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23.2.2020- dlhá verzia 
 
 
 
Good morning. 
My name is Stanislav Jurcisin and I am working on the cottage Stier alm for the Bergbahn company, which is under 
your control. I am writing in English, as my German is not so good for explaining such things. In case of problems you 
can translate it through internet, so hopefully it is not a big deal at all. 
I want you to take control over the situation in my job because of later mention reasons and to allow to investigate 
and show the truth. The reason mentioned later is hopefully enough to do so. Hope you like the truth, you allow me to 
have informations I need and ask you through this email. And it is also your need to know it, can help you to grow up. 
For you, for your children, for next generations and simply just because truth is important. This email and all 
conversation I might use for later mention project needs. 
I am working on one project, where I want to definitely explain real impact of capitalist system on the society. I 
already made a proposal for the new system and explained it through the movie and economical statistics. In that 
way I am much further as any politic or economist in the history. Very strange words, but everything is explained on 
my web site www.koooperativizmus.sk. 
I made such thing as a free person. Person that was always himself, never did something plastic for being nice for 
certain people, looking for the facts and working with them. One of the fact is, that during that period I spent long time 
in Austria working as a waiter and I had no chance to hold a job, as a free person I was fired from everywhere. The 
reason was just one thing. Capitalist system produces people in leadership, that are able to accept just slaves without 
thinking, saying what they want to hear and not the truth, people that are demaging the society. 
Many years I was chicaned(gemobbed auf deutsch). People were organizing possible and impossible lies and looking 
for the way, how to put out of the society someone, who wants to hold the facts and not your personal subjective 
feelings. Last summer I came to Nauders and here happened strange things again. Here the things came even 
further, as I found a girlfriend here and was really working good. But I was not slave of my boss, he did not accept me 
and was doing everything to split us, to destroy even my private life and simply was doing  pressure to show, that I 
am not acceptable in your world. 
Winter I started to work at Bergbahnen and the things were finished. Combination of big pressure from the people 
around my girlfriend (where are the people working for that “manager” and from my home as well, that are motivated 
from my home area because of under mentioned reasons) Connected with  my nervosity that was coming after 
chicaning at work we splited. After being in Nauders I can write one more thing. The people did not enter just my job, 
they were able and did not hesitate to destroy my private life and this way trying to do bad things. Of course demage 
my work and make me weaker. Things went further and I want them to be discovered together with my political 
project. Transparency and holding facts is simply the way I came to my very future project. 
At Bergbahnen are happening the same things as in every job in capitalist system leaded by the people that have not 
grown for leadership. Every person that has not learnt how to respect the other people, will be just playing with the 
others, do the conflicts and fire the ones, that want to have free mind. Here I have the boss that has the same 
previous experience as every capitalist in this world and this is the reason that I can show something here. You are 
fortunately not a private company and I have possibility to ask for the real info and try to show the reality of your 
world. 
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I want to remind you that there was  a huge pressure last two weeks in January that are mentioned in the emails I am 
adding and I was resolving that things. My leaders were even talking together after my back, that I could hear, that I 
do not match here. People, that are not able to work were talking about someone, who is very experience in this job 
and it is not problem to show it, that he is not good. Funny, but it is how your western world works in reality. Every 
plastic conflict that my colleagues did were supported by team leaders and finishing with the smile into face. That 
period was important for breaking up with my girlfriend and such way you helped my quality of work going down. 
Last time there was my colleague that told something and he was right(last week). He lied, made obvious provocation 
in front of the people the way, that I even do not remember that something so obvious has in my service experience 
happened. He was right until the time I told, that camera and statistics say something else. Suddenly he was not right 
and problem was resolved. But he and my leaders were trying again to lie about me without any doubt. He and some 
other guys are drinking during the work or working after drinking and making conflicts. But of course, main problem is 
the way how things are resolved, which produces everything. 
At Bergbahn is happening the same things as in every capitalist company. Lies, splitting and smiling in the face and 
destroying people. This is how your society live, this is what you bring to the rest of the world and this is the reality 
about capitalist world. Here is also a combination with the religious fanatics that pretend to take care of the families 
and do something good, but using just lies and mobbing. My emails in attachments explains more. 
It is a huge risiko, that you are organizing here another bullshit. Your society with combination of the people from my 
area, that is the same religious fanatics(also catholic), you already destroyed my private life here. You are obviously 
trying to put me out of society, but problem is, that in this cottage, I am one of the best waiter(I think that here I am 
obvious the best worker from zahlkelner) even when you did what you did by now. And this I can show through the 
cameras and statistics. Otherwise you will be saying what you feel and your ability to accept people do not allow you 
to be fair. It is just not your way of living. But unfortunately this way you are doing horrible things and it needs to be 
shown finally. 
My email is maybe strange, but it does not matter. You can organize many things. Provocations from the people 
coming from the village(mention in email), my lower umsatz by many ways, split and smile into my face. There are 
many ways of doing such things. Until I will not have the videos and the statistics from this season, I will not have a 
truth, as in the case that happened this week. You are not fair, you are playing with me at Stier alm and Nauders in 
general and I want to show this reality of capitalist world. With all the facts that happened before and my project of 
course. 
This is not for email and I cannot explain everything. This is for a book, I tried to write everything briefly. I just want to 
add, that the same things I showed in other activities and there is still another one that I want to show (in sport) and 
that is also the reason of huge pressure that comes from my catholic area in Slovakia. People just want to cover 
something and making something bad to me is a way how to become a national hero in that area. It is just how 
religious fanatic world work everywhere. Lies and lies. 
Last thing I want to add is, that I want to use this experience and facts that happened to compare the way of life of the 
religion fanatics areas. Their way of lying, manipulating with the things, covering under nice words as the love and 
family. As the same things with touching my private life are happening there as well. They did something similar(as a 
former almost professional football player I was not able to play village competitions, where was mobbing, touching 
private life and the similar things as this time here). 
Your society is responsible for millions of destroyed families, millions of children dying from not having anything to 
eat. Just because the only way of living for you is playing with people, mobbing and covering facts. Videos and 
statistics in this case definitely shows the truth and the reality in this activity that I do many years and where I am 
already quite good. Hope you understand the need of that and I do not have to explain more. 
This email is not a personal thing. Thanks to Boris that he was able to resolve all the problems I had. All of them 
stopped after my pressure which means, it is right way to do so. Last days came problems with zahl kelner and their 
provocation which I want to resolve by this email, show the reality and real reason(videos). Especially your way of 
resolving them, which is the most important thing. 
Stefan is a person without experience. He has not learnt anything about respecting people and has no chance to lead 
a team in a respectfull and peacefull way. Many conflicts are supported by him or simply he is doing nothing to 
resolve them and this way supporting them. He is just not professional, but using his subjective feelings very often. 
But it is a fantastic possibility to show, how each capitalist that has a power without real experience and behavior to 
others from the same equal position grow. This is a state company and I have possibility to make pressure on him the 
way I did, which is a possible way for him to improve in those things. Even if I do not believe in such a growth too 
much, but still better as absolute power of capitalist. I am using him for showing his obvious mistakes and what he 
causes in general. Nothing personal, good guy, but if you do something bad to someone and playing with people, you 
have to wait an answer. And here I have evidence for my words that I am asking from you. 
So nothing personal, this is simply how capitalist world works and I want to look deeply into it. All my project is based 
on statistics, facts and the things I can show. I do not believe what the people say just because I already saw 
something in my life and they are often pushed to say something that leaders want to hear. So this way I want to 
avoid another “virtual reality” made by your needs that kills others. 
I understand that it could be much worse with another professional slave manager built by this system as well. I was 
talking about it with Boris and here we understand each other. But from now this is going above him, he needs to 



understand connected with what was happening there towards me, what happened in Nauders in general, that I 
already have no other chance. Here is again a big possibility, that someone is preparing field for my firing from work, 
where I am simply better from the others and just unfair and cruel things are stopping and demaging my quality of 
work, what is your fault. Of course connected with the whole religious and capitalist area. This will be a part of 
analyse in another place, where I need all evidence I am asking from you now. 
One more thing I want to add. Hopefully this email and facts about last extreme arogant provocation with unfair 
resolving and evidence what happened stop my colleaques to do those things for the rest of the season. I am inviting 
you to come to see those workers, how they look like after hard working and no possibility to play and demage work 
of the others. It can open your eyes and see your world that you are bringing to the other countries from the real view. 
But this is just proposal for your personal growth. 
In case I will not get any official answer within one week, my next email is going to your government and ministery. I 
hope you understand how necessary it is. I came here because I have no other chance. You came to my country and 
slaved it. For you is fun to play with the people and this is the only way how capitalist world can work. It is your only 
energy and this is moving your society. But it is not funny for many people, for many nations that you destroy their 
lives. Causes simply huge bad things everywhere. 
For me is also very important to know that I get those things and I can somehow organize even my private life, do 
some investments there just to show very deeply what is the reason of demaging it from many people with the power 
that has not learnt respect the others. Simply all capitalist in this world and people without experience in leadership 
positions do so and this needs to be shown somehow. 
Once more again…. 
I AM OFFICIALLY ASKING YOU TO SAVE ALL THE VIDEOS FROM THE SEASON AND TO GIVE THEM TO ME. 
ALSO ALL THE STATISTICS. WHEN FIRING HAPPENS AGAIN, I WANT TO USE IT FOR EXPLAINING, HOW IT 
WORKS IN CAPITALIST SOCIETY IN REALITY. IT IS A SOCIAL NEED AND I WILL DO EVERYTHING TO GET 
ALL THE POSSIBLE INFO FROM THIS SEASON AT STIER ALM TO SHOW THE REALITY OF THIS SLAVERY 
SYSTEM. WITH THE FACTS THAT HAPPENED BEFORE THIS WILL BE A FANTASTIC CONCLUSION OF YOUR 
WORLD. 
I AM ALSO ASKING YOU FOR THE VIDEOS AND STATISTICS OF THE LAST WEEK (17-23.2), TO SHOW LAST 
HORRIBLE TRYING OF PROVOCATION WHEN HAPPENED NOTHING. TO SHOW HOW YOU PLAY WITH THE 
PEOPLE, BEHAVING DIFFERENT TO THEM BASED ON YOUR PERSONAL FEELINGS AND NEEDS, SMILING 
FROM OBVIOUS CLEAR MOBBING. SUCH THINGS HAPPENED MORE TIMES DURING THE SEASON AND I 
HAD NO TRUTH UNTIL I MENTIONED STATISTICS. THIS ONE I WANT TO SAVE AND SHOW FINALLY. 
I WANT TO SHOW THE REALITY OF THE QUALITY OF WORKERS AND YOUR HIERARCHY. ON THE TOP THE 
PEOPLE WITH NOT MUCH ABILITY TO WORK, BUT HUGE ABILITY TO PLAY WITH THE OTHERS SUPPORTED 
BY THE PEOPLE FROM THE VILLAGE. THE VIDEOS WILL SHOW THIS FACT AND I WANT TO HAVE ALL THIS 
MATERIAL FOR THE FUTURE TO ENSURE, THAT I WAS NOT CUTTING VIDEOS AND FILMS BUT I WAS 
REALLY TRANSPARENT. I WANT THEM TO BE FOR DISPOSALL AFTER SAYING MY CONCLUSIONS. 
MOBBING AND PLAYING WITH PEOPLE IS THE MAIN PART OF CAPITALISTIC WORLD. IS CAUSED BY BAD 
LEADERSHIP AND THE FACT, THAT PEOPLE NOT READY FOR SUCH THINGS FROM PERSONAL GROWTH 
DECIDE ABOUT THE THINGS THAT SHOULD NOT DECIDE. YOU CAN SEE IT THROUGH THE STATISTICS(MY 
MOVIE AND EXPLANATION OF NEW SYSTEM IS BASED ON COMPARING DEMOCRACY IN THE ECONOMIC 
SYSTEM AND ECONOMICAL GROWTH). THIS IS WHAT I NEED TO SHOW IT IN THE REALITY AND WORK. 
I WANT ALSO TO COMPARE TWO DIFFERENT CATHOLIC AREAS AND TO SHOW REAL IMPACT OF THAT 
WORLD AS WELL. YOUR VILLAGE IS CONNECTED WITH THIS PROJECT, MANY THINGS HAPPENED HERE 
AND IT IS ALSO FAIR THAT I DO IT SUCH A TRANSPARENT WAY. IN CASE I WILL NOT GET THE ANSWER, I 
WILL BE WRITING TO YOUR GOVERNMENT AND MINISTERY. THIS PROJECT WILL BE USED FOR POLITICAL 
REASONS WITH THE NEW ALTERNATIVE FOR CAPITALISM, CALLED COOPERATIVISM. 
  
MFG 
  
Stanislav Jurcisin 
  
 
23.2.2020 – krátka verzia 
 
 
Good morning. 
My name is Stanislav Jurcisin and I am working for your Bergbahnen company at Stier Alm. As my previous email is 
very long, I do a shorter version. 
I want from gemeinde to have control above situation in my job because of later mentioned reasons. To let to 
investigate my words and show reality and the truth about capitalism at all. 
As a result of my huge experience from many jobs I was able to make a proposal for alternative to capitalism. During 
long period of doing such a project I was working in service and from many jobs was fired just because the people in 



this capitalist world in leadership position are not able to accept free minded people, what was necessary for my 
project. Capitalism is a dangerous system that causes millions of people not having anything to eat and practicaly all 
world problems. Just because the people in leadership positions do not learn how to respect other people, but just 
how to play with the others. 
Experience in Nauders showed, that those people connect even private life when is necessary. Do everything to put 
people like me out of society. Problem is, that in job I am doing now I am better worker as the others and it can be 
shown. It is simply almost everywhere and people search for something plastic or not existing to put me out of job. I 
see it again that my boss is organizing my firing as every capitalist I was working for and I need to show those facts 
this time finnaly in case of that. 
I want to use them for showing, that bad leadership stops the society, put out the best workers, causes lower 
effectivity. In my project I did explanation of the new system through comparing level of democracy in economical 
system and economic growth. I showed the same thing in construction company in Stockholm. I am definitely going to 
show it in sport and now I need all the info for showing this reality in service. I just want to hold the info from now, 
because I do not expect fair conclusions. It simply do not exist in capitalist world, it is all about mobbing, playing with 
people, smiling into face and demaging lifes of the others. So this is not a first time I am doing something like that, I 
see into things very deeply through facts and statistics. Without them I will not have any possibility to protect myself. 
I need to save all the videos and statistics from Stier alm from this season. I need it also from the last week (17-23.2) 
for showing reality of your way of resolving problems and conflicts. This all I want to connect with strange things and 
pressure in my private life, compare two different catholic areas and their ways of covering truth and manipulating. 
I need your official answer within one week, otherwise I need to try to push through government and ministery. 
Project is just too important and showing reality is a big social need from my point of view. Now I have a big 
possibility to show this mechanism of lies and manipulation in capitalist slavery system even in service and I want to 
hold it. It is necessary for me to calm down as well. 
More explains my previous email, hopefully it is ok like that as well 
  
Mit freundlichen Gruesse 
  
  
Stanislav Jurcisin 
 
 
 
24.2.2020 
 
 
 
 
Good morning, 
I am writing you again regards to yesterday email and our speaking with Boris and Georg. I told Boris that I will need 
your official answer on the issue and best way is to do it as soon as possible. 
There where few questions that you do not understand and first I explain them. The first one is, what has catholic or 
simply reliogion world to do with the issue. 
I come from a very religious family and I gave up that world. Without that I would not be able to move my thinking to 
the alternative to capitalism https://www.kooperativizmus.sk/kniha-kooperativizmus-online/, and to the explanation of 
that https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jgo8xlODLn4&t=1s. 
Today when I come to discussions with any economist or politics, they have no chance to make some arguments 
against me. Just because my thinking is based on facts and not on subjective feelings and I had some discussions 
already and they were running away. But such a person, that give up religion, is for religion fanatics dangerous to go 
to politics. It is just not a good example. People in my home were doing cruel lies and things to stop me and it seems, 
that it moved also here. Between religious fanatics is something like that(threat) moving very quickly and people know 
about me. It is how this world of lies and manipulation works. My catholic community at home is doing bad things that 
I wrote in another books on my web site and here were very strange provocations from the people that you knew and 
I wanted to show it through videos. 
Another reason is, that zahl kelner atr stier alm are connected with your families or are from here. It means, people 
have motivation to throw away someone, that is a little on different level. My colleagues are angry when they work 
with me as it is clear that almost in everything I am quicker, not tired from work etc. 
Another question was, why mobbing is being made exactly on me. It is caused by the fact, that I mentioned before. 
The reason I grew up as a real worker is, that I behave the same to everyone. And a boss that has not learnt to 
respect people from equal position has problem with such people. During our conversation  explained, that there 
were many conflicts on me without resolving. They grew up because it needs to be resolved and said. It is the most 
important task for every boss. If it is not like that, the people from competition reasons do bad things and I look like 
someone that make conflicts. My protection is logical, there is no other way. 

https://www.kooperativizmus.sk/kniha-kooperativizmus-online/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jgo8xlODLn4&t=1s


In emails is everything step by step. I do this because the mobbing is base part of capitralism and your society. My 
firing happened in every job and here in Nauders I was not accepted by boss even if I was working really good 
because of personal reasons. That person has logically motivation to do something in my private life and make 
pressure and he was doing that through his workers. I will write about the facts on another place, just want to give 
you motivation of doing bad things from capitalist, that everyone grow without learning how to respect others. I am 
taking society problems and motivation of the people in area. There is no chance to protect people that honestly work 
from your manipulation, destroying others and from your lies. This is also the reason I am trying to write gemeinde 
and maybe government, to try to do it this way. If this way do not work, your society is a lost society based just on lies 
without chance to improve. Hope it is logical. I am showing you my books and movies to ensure, that I am very inside 
of that problematics, do not trust your opinion, but want always show the facts. More conflicts we had at Stier alm 
were my fault, until I said that statistics and videos say something else. People were simply lying into my face a tried 
to make a fool from me. As I know this mechanism in every capitalist company, I am asking you videos and statistics 
to show reality. 
Our conversation is taped, I explained everything, hopefully it was enough to ensure that something bad was 
happening and your village and religious society connected with habits to play with the people made me strange 
things, destroyed my work and there is a huge risiko that it finishes the same way as in every capitalist company, 
where is no chance of protection. With firing and eliminating someone, that is on another level of working a 
cooperating without fighting with others as your world produces. 
As I wrote you, I showed this things in another activities, the same mechanism works everywhere. I was blamed from 
making conflicts until I showed reality through statistics and facts. Here is the same, my truth can be shown there, but 
here is a little different that my team can work with nervosity when I work with them because of mentioned reasons 
and it can bring a lower umsatz for a while. But as I said, it was also caused by your behavior what could be shown 
through the things, that could confirm my words. 
So videos I needed for showing reality and confirm my words. I was watching this mechanism in service for many 
years and many teams are based just on mobbing someone. It just bring the energy. I say, that something like that 
was happening here absolutely clearly. My emails confirm, that I was asking videos more times to confirm, that my 
words are really right You never gave it to me and today I was said, that it just does not exist. It is really hard to 
believe and there is a huge risiko that there is a trying to cover the truth and throw someone, that just want to work 
and is at his job already good, out of your world. Just because the slavery system and slavery world throw such 
people under the bridge. 
If my word are right, than I have evidence, that your society is a real threat for the world. You lead the others, but you 
cover truth, do not accept free minded people and connected with my project you kill chance for living of millions 
people. Of course pretend to be the best in the world, as every religious society. But based just on lies and 
manipulating, my home experience is the same as this one. This way I hope you understand, why is this issue 
important and in case of need it needs to go so high as possible. 
I want that also gemainde, as I am going to write about the whole society nets and connections, that conclusion was, 
that videos do not exist and there is no possibility to get to the statistics. I wanted to show many things through that 
material and many things could be cleared. 
Is really all films immediately putted away???? This is my question, try to make official answer and I want 
that this conclusion is known also at gemeinde. Hopefully I explained why. I would need official definitive 
answer. 
My world is based on facts, your personal opinion is not important for me. I want the truth about situation in capitalist 
countries and will do everything to show it. Your habits demage lives of too many people in this world and connected 
with my project I hope, that it is understandable. 
  
MFG 
  
Stanislav Jurcisin 
 

 

 

 


